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Simply having a state e-scrap program doesn't necessarily translate to a more recycling-aware public, a survey suggests.

The study, commissioned by the Electronics Recycl

polled residents in six states with extended producer resp

those in six states without such legislation. Answers were

"Survey  results  indicate  that  there  does  not  ap

awareness of recycling options when comparing states 

according to a survey report.

When asked whether they know where they can rec

of residents in EPR-law states said "yes" or "I think I kno

legislation in place, 67.9 percent percent of respondents g

The survey also showed residents in states with pr

value on recycling. When asked how important they fee

need or use, residents of EPR-law states gave a 4.4 scor

important" and 1 being "not at all important." The score for residents in non-EPR-law states? Just about the same, at 4.3.

Regardless of whether the respondents live in EPR-law states or not, the top two impediments to recycling cited by responde

items" and "inconvenient recycling locations."

Nationwide, 25 states and the District of Columbia have electronics recycling laws on the books.

The following states with EPR laws were involved in the survey: Connecticut, Hawaii, Michigan, New York, Oregon and Te

Florida, Massachusetts, Ohio, Tennessee and Wyoming.

ERCC hired Service 800 to conduct the surveys via web and phone between September 2014 and July 2015. Funding fo

manufacturers, recycling companies and other parties.

ERCC is a project of the Northeast Recycling Council and the National Center for Electronics Recycling.
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To return to the E-Scrap News newsletter, click here.
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